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Abstract
Data from the perfect in Classical Greek provide empirical evidence for inwardly– and 
outwardly–sensitive span–conditioned allomorphy and indicate the need for a post–
Vocabulary Insertion linearization process. The data also support the extremely late 
computation of the phonology of reduplicants. Perfect aspect in Classical Greek is 
realized via three distinct exponents: a reduplicative prefix, a suffix -/k/ (for some 
verbs) or stem allomorphy (for others), and a dedicated set of agreement suffixes. I 
argue that this case of Multiple Exponence results from one direct exponent of the 
Aspect[perfect] head and two cases of allomorphy at other nodes conditioned by 
spans that include the Aspect[perfect] head. The reduplicant is a Vocabulary Item (RED) 
that instantiates Aspect. Its phonology is determined after both Vocabulary Insertion 
and linearization. The -/k/ suffix is an outwardly–sensitive allomorph of Voice[active] 
conditioned by the span ⟨Aspect, Tense⟩, and perfect stem allomorphy in verbs that 
show it is conditioned by ⟨Voice, Aspect, Tense⟩. The agreement suffixes are inwardly–
sensitive allomorphs conditioned by the span ⟨Voice, Aspect, Tense, Mood⟩. When 
taken together, the data indicate that Vocabulary Insertion must proceed cyclically, 
and that linearization must happen very late – after Vocabulary Insertion – since the 
realizations of both Voice[active] and AGR are conditioned by spans of hierarchically 
adjacent, rather than surface–contiguous, heads. The Greek data are essential for our 
understanding of the post–syntactic order of operations.
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1 Introduction
In this paper I provide empirical support from Classical Greek for span–conditioned allomorphy, 
a late linearization process, and the (very) late phonological resolution of reduplicants. In most 
of the active voice paradigm of Classical Greek, perfect aspect has reflexes in three places 
simultaneously within a given inflected verb. These perfect forms display a reduplicative prefix, 
a suffix (-κ, -/k/) and/or a special form of the verb root, and a dedicated set of φ-feature 
inflections. For example:1

(1) (a) λῡ ́ω
lu:-o:1

loose(n)/release/destroy-1sg.prs.act.ind
‘I release’

(b) λέλυκα
le~lu-k-a
prf?~release-prf?-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I have released’

Each of these three morphemes brings its own challenges for determining its surface form. In 
part due to these complexities, each of these pieces also tells us something about the post–
syntactic order of operations.

These data might at first seem to constitute what Caballero & Harris (2012) term distributed 
exponence, in which “no single morphological marker can truly be said to realize a feature or 
category; the feature is, rather, realized by a combination of morphemes” (Caballero & Harris 
2012: 170). This is an extreme version of the phenomena encompassed by the terms extended 
exponence or multiple exponence (Matthews 1972; Carstairs-McCarthy 1987; Anderson 2001; 
Ackerman & Stump 2004; Müller 2007; Baerman & Corbett 2012; Caballero & Harris 2012; 
Harris 2017), in which two or more exponents seem to be expressing the same morphosyntactic 
feature or property within the same word. 

This type of redundancy presents challenges for many theories of morphosyntax, including the 
framework in which the present analysis is pursued, Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 
1993). Multiple exponence could in theory result from a complex instantiation of a single syntactico–
semantic head that is somehow realized in multiple places on the surface, something Distributed 
Morphology is not well–equipped to handle. Here, however, I conclude that what might seem to 
be multiple instantiations of an Aspect head in Classical Greek are in fact signals of three separate 
heads: Voice, Aspect, and AGR. The realizations of AGR and Voice in perfect forms are conditioned 
by a span including the Aspect[perfect] node, leading to a distinct three–part output unique to the 
perfect aspect. Thus I will gloss perfect forms as follows (repeating 1b here as 2):

(2) λέλυκα
le~lu-k-a
prf~release-act.prf-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I have released’

I gloss the suffixes -/k/ and -∅ as act.prf and the “equivalent” stem allomorphy as .act.
prf since (as I discuss in Section 3) they are conditioned by a span including active voice and 
perfect aspect; I use this as a shorthand for the entire conditioning span.

Below I argue that the reduplicative prefix alone in fact instantiates Aspect[perfect] (Section 
2); that the -/k/ suffix is an allomorph of Voice[active] outwardly conditioned by the span 
⟨Aspect, Tense⟩ and that stem allomorphy that occurs in place of or in addition to -/k/ in some 
roots is conditioned by the span ⟨Voice, Aspect, Tense⟩ (Section 3); and that the allomorphs of 
AGR are inwardly sensitive to the span of ⟨Voice, Aspect, Tense, Mood⟩ (Section 4). In addition 
to providing empirical support for the existence of both inwardly– and outwardly– sensitive 
span–conditioned allomorphy, what makes the Greek perfect data particularly interesting is the 
surface order of the pertinent elements. This order makes it clear that hierarchical adjacency, 
rather than surface order, is conditioning the insertion of Vocabulary Items, and thus that 

1 Data are drawn from Groton (2000) and Smyth (1920). I assume a null present tense suffix in all present tense 
forms (excluded from examples for ease of exposition).
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linearization must not occur until after Vocabulary Insertion is complete. The data also support 
Deal’s (2016) contention that the phonology of a reduplicant is not determined until after both 
Vocabulary Insertion and linearization. In the next subsection I briefly present some background 
on Classical Attic Greek.

1.1 The synthetic perfect in Classical Greek

The data in this article are drawn from the Greek of the Classical period (~800–300 BCE), in 
Attica. Under consideration is the “synthetic perfect”; that is, the inflected form(s) taken by a 
verb that expresses perfect meaning. These forms contrast with the periphrastic constructions 
used with some verbs in the present perfect, and with most verbs in the future perfect active 
and past middle–passive.2

Much previous work on the Classical Greek perfect focuses on its meanings (e.g., Wackernagel 
1904; Chantraine 1927; McKay 1965; 1980; 1981; 1992; Rijksbaron 1984; Ringe 1984; Sicking 
& Stork 1996; Gerö & von Stechow 2003; Haug 2004) or on cataloguing forms (e.g., Smyth 
1920 and countless pedagogical works; more recently, e.g., Groton 2000). Authors note 
resultative (Wackernagel 1904; Chantraine 1927; McKay 1980; 1981; Gerö & von Stechow 
2003) or “resultant state” (Haug 2004) uses; Gerö & von Stechow (2003) also claim instances 
of experiential and universal perfects. Some verbs (generally statives) also show an “intensive” 
perfect (giving what Rijksbaron 1984: 38 calls the “highest degree of that state”), though this 
use is more common in pre–Classical Greek. I adopt Haug’s (2004) position that the “abnormal” 
uses of the perfect (such as the intensive) are derivable semantically in the same way as the 
typical uses; furthermore, I will assume that there is, at least for a given time period, a unitary 
perfect semantics general enough to allow us to derive all the various readings. There is at least 
no variation in form that corresponds to the different shades of meaning.3

In the following sections I turn to each of the reflexes of perfect aspect in Classical Greek and the 
conclusions they lead us to about morphological structure and timing. In Section 2 I establish 
that the reduplicative prefix instantiates the Aspect node, examine the mechanics of the prefix, 
and modify an existing proposal by Zukoff (2017a; b) to formally account for the realizations 
that surface. In Section 3 I argue that the suffix -/k/ instantiates Voice in a case of outwardly 
sensitive span–conditioned allomorphy and reject several other possible analyses. In Section 4 
I argue that the agreement marking that obtains in the perfect is the result of allomorphy in 
the AGR node in inwardly sensitive span–conditioned allomorphy. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2 Reduplication: Linearization and phonological determination
In this section I discuss the details of the reduplicative prefix in the Greek perfect and their 
implications for our understanding of morphosyntactic conditioning and linearization. I argue 
that this reduplication instantiates Aspect in the presence of the feature [perfect]. Its surface 
form(s) and position tell us two key things about the morphological order of operations: First, 
since it surfaces as a prefix but conditions the presence of other morphemes that end up as 
suffixes, the conditioning of those morphemes (Sections 3 and 4) cannot depend on the surface 
order of the exponents. Second, its surface form is dependent on the output phonology of the left 
side of the base, indicating that linearization must occur before the phonological computations 
take place, and that the reduplicant must have “access” to the base’s output phonology. 

I first show that this reduplication is the phonological exponent of Aspect whenever [perfect] 
is present. Second, I review the main existing proposals for reduplication within Distributed 

2 As in (i):

(i) πεπαιδευκυῖα ἔσται 
pe~paideu-k-uia estai
prf~teach-act.prf-ptcp.prf.act.f.nom.sg be.fut.3sg
‘She will have taught’

This periphrastic perfect (see e.g. Bentein 2012) employs an inflected participle and the tense–inflected auxiliary 
‘be’. I do not address this form here, but the perfect participle in this construction generally shows the same 
patterns as the inflected verb. I present data from the “thematic” verbs (whose first person present active indicative 
forms end in -ω (/o:/)); at least parts of the analysis would also apply to the “athematic” verbs (analogous forms 
in -μι /mi/), as well.

3 Though see McKay (1980: 24) for a discussion of this same point with respect to diachrony.
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Morphology. Then, adopting a piece–based approach to reduplication after Haugen (2008; 
2011), I provide an explanation of how this phonological exponent comes to surface where it 
does, with the forms it surfaces with. Finally, I introduce and extend Zukoff’s (2017a; b) account 
of this interesting case of morphological fixed segmentism, and offer a proposal for how the 
phonology reads the Vocabulary Item in such a case, arguing against Zukoff’s treatment of the 
two parts of the reduplicant as “two morphemes”.

2.1 Aspect is instantiated by reduplication 

As introduced above, perfect aspect is indicated in three distinct positions on the Classical 
Greek verb. I will argue that the -/k/ suffix and stem changes are instantiations of Voice[active] 
conditioned by a span including Aspect[perfect], and that the agreement suffixes instantiate 
AGR in a similar context. The reduplication on the left side of the verb, however, signals 
nothing in these forms other than perfect aspect. All perfect forms, regardless of tense, mood, 
voice, person, or number, show reduplication. In Table 1, the distinct4 perfect forms of παιδεύω 
/paideuo:/ ‘I teach’ are listed, with the reduplicant emphasized.5

Given that reduplication is always present in forms with perfect meaning, and that it is an 
indicator only of perfect meaning in those forms, I take it to be the primary signal of the perfect: 
It instantiates the Aspect node when the [perfect] feature is present. The basic patterns of perfect 
reduplication, predictable from the phonology of the root, are summarized and exemplified in 
Table 2 (after Smyth 1920, Groton 2000). The reduplicant is emphasized in the right–hand 
column. Full examples can be found in the Appendix. Note that part of the reduplicant is always 
the fixed segment /e/ (and in fact this is sometimes the entirety of the reduplicant).6

4 The future perfect active indicative, perfect middle/passive subjunctive, and perfect middle/passive optative 
are formed periphrastically with perfect participles and forms of the verb εἰμί /eimi/ ‘be’.

5 Note that not all instances of reduplication in Classical Greek signal perfect aspect. Some verbs, for example, 
also have reduplicated presents (see Zukoff 2017b for an account of this phenomenon) or reduplicated aorists (see 
Grestenberger 2015a). These forms have different personal endings and often have different stems/changes to the root.

6 Note that the realization of the tense head when it is specified for past is also /e/- (see the past tense examples 
in Table 1). This is presumably accidental homophony, as the two can co–occur in the same form (the past perfect) 
and the /e/ in perfect reduplication appears across tenses, not just in the past.

Present perfect active indicative pepaideuka

Past perfect active indicative epepaideuke:

Perfect active subjunctive pepaideuko:

Perfect active optative pepaideukoimi

Perfect active imperative pepaideuke

Perfect active infinitive pepaideukenai

Future perfect active infinitive pepaideusein 

Present perfect middle/passive indicative pepaideumai

Past perfect middle/passive indicative epepaideume:n

Future middle/passive indicative pepaideusomai 

Perfect middle/passive imperative pepaideuso

Perfect middle/passive infinitive pepaideusthai

Future perfect middle/passive infinitive pepaideusesthai

Perfect active participle pepaideuko:s

Future perfect active participle pepaideuso:n… 

Perfect middle/passive participle pepaideumenos…

Future perfect middle/passive participle pepaideusomenos…

Table 1 Perfect forms of 
/paideuo:/ ‘I teach’.
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In the next section I consider existing approaches to reduplication in Distributed Morphology, 
before adopting one in the following section.78

2.2 Reduplication in Distributed Morphology

The challenge of reduplication for piece–based theories like Distributed Morphology is that the 
reduplicant gains its phonological identity in reference to the phonology of the base, rather than 
being associated with its own phonological piece (see e.g. Haugen 2008; 2011; Cook 2013). In 
Distributed Morphology terms, this means that instead of a Vocabulary Item with a phonological 
string and a context for insertion, we have a situation in which there is a context (e.g., the 
feature [perfect] on Aspect), but no invariant or even simply phonologically conditioned string 
to insert. The reduplicant must instead reference the output of any phonological processes that 
apply to the root. 

As Haugen (2008; 2011) details, two types of proposals have been made regarding reduplication 
in Distributed Morphology:9 treating it as the result of a specialized Readjustment Rule, or as a 
special kind of affix. In what follows, I adopt the latter type of approach; first, though, I briefly 
summarize two major readjustment accounts and Haugen’s (2008; 2011) arguments against 
such analyses.

2.2.1 Reduplication as readjustment
The Distributed Morphology approaches to reduplication that do not treat it as an affix 
employ a specialized Readjustment Rule. The two recent major readjustment–based analyses 
of reduplication in DM,10 Raimy (2000) and Frampton (2009), both take reduplication to 
“result from a [phonological] readjustment operation on some stem triggered by a (typically 
null) affix” (Haugen 2011: 1). Raimy’s (2000) approach focuses on “precedence” in the 
representations of words: “A novel representation for reduplication arises from the clarification 
of precedence information in morpho-phonological representations, resulting in the possibility 
of loops…” (Raimy 2000: 1). These “loops” demarcate what of the representation gets repeated. 
The reduplication occurs when “reduplicative morphemes specify a vocabulary item that 
triggers a readjustment which creates a loop in the temporal structure of a previously spelled 
out vocabulary item” (Raimy 2000: 6–7). These (often phonologically null) reduplicative 
morphemes thus adjust the sequence of phonological “events” in a string, allowing for the 
repetition of segments. 

7 The pronunciation of the letter zeta is somewhat contested. Many sources argue for /zd/ (e.g., Allen 1968), 
while others have argued for /dz/ (e.g., Teodorsson 1979). Regardless, it is treated as a “double” consonant for 
perfect reduplication – that is, as a cluster (and not a stop–sonorant one).

8 That is, the reduplicant is a copy of the initial vowel; the two resulting vowels follow language–wide rules of 
coalescence. Exceptionally, α /a/ “lengthens” to η /e:/ instead of ᾱ /a:/. A small (phonologically unpredictable) 
set of vowel–initial roots instead display what is known as “Attic” reduplication, copying initial VC as well as 
lengthening the first vowel in the root. For example, the root /eleuth-/ has the perfect /ele:louth-/ (where we 
would expect /e:lelouth-/ otherwise). Zukoff (2017a; b) addresses Attic reduplication at length, concluding that it 
arose as a case of phonotactic repair in a previous stage of the language, such that at the stage of Greek considered 
here, indexation of particular lexemes was involved and apparent in the constraints.

9 As reduplication is not the main focus of the current article, I focus on the work that has been undertaken 
within Distributed Morphology.

10 There are a number of proposals from outside Distributed Morphology that treat reduplication as the 
morphological (e.g. Anderson 1992; Stoneham 1994) or phonological (e.g. Aronoff 1976)  “readjustment” of a stem.

If the root begins in… ex. Reduplicant is… ex.

A single aspirated stop thuo: Corresponding plain stop + /e/ te-thuka

Stop + liquid or nasal blepo: That stop + /e/ be-blepha

“Double” C (e.g. ζ /zd/)7 zde:teo: /e/ e-zde:teka

Any other C cluster sphallo: /e/ e-sphalka

/r/ or /hr/ hripto: /e/ (and /r/ doubles) e-rripha

Any other single C luo: That C + /e/ le-luka

A vowel ethelo: Lengthened form of that vowel8 e:-thele:ka Table 2 Patterns of perfect 
reduplication.
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Frampton’s Distributed Reduplication calls for a two–stage reduplication process: The morphology 
inserts a “transcription juncture” into a word’s timing tier; these transcription junctures are 
then “interpreted as instructions which trigger and guide the duplication and/or truncation of 
certain material” (Frampton 2009: 2). Frampton criticizes Raimy’s proposal: The adjustment 
Raimy undertakes to the timing tier, making it “nonlinear”, “makes it impossible to build 
syllable and prosodic structure” (Frampton 2009: 7). This means that Raimy’s account misses 
out on the important benefits brought by prosodic morphology. In addition, Haugen (2011) 
observes, Raimy’s theory yields incorrect predictions about durative reduplication in Tawala.

While Frampton’s account allows for the use of prosody in some places (feet can be targeted, 
as they are morphological as well as prosodic constituents (Frampton 2009: 78)), it faces 
other challenges. From a theoretical standpoint, Haugen (2010, 2011) calls out Distributed 
Reduplication for involving too many ad hoc pieces of machinery (and Haugen, in fact, shows 
that Frampton’s 2009 account cannot make sense of the Tawala data, either). The requirement 
that reduplicants be a separate kind of morpheme from bases is a problem for both Raimy 
(2000) and Frampton (2009), as well as for Inkelas & Zoll (2007). Haugen (2008; 2011) thus 
rejects the readjustment approach in favor of an affixal explanation.

2.2.2 Reduplication as affixation
Haugen’s (2008; 2011) proposal for reduplication follows Marantz (1982) and Travis (1999; 
2001), as well as most Optimality Theoretic work (notably McCarthy & Prince 1993; 1995) in 
attributing reduplicative behavior to an affix rather than to a readjustment rule.

Marantz (1982) approaches reduplication in light of two major issues: one, the problem (noted 
by McCarthy 1979) of the inevitable overgeneration yielded by existing proposals for rules or 
notations for reduplication; and two, the “unusual interaction” (Marantz 1982: 435) between 
morphology and phonology common with reduplication (as discussed by Wilbur 1973). 
His proposal is to reduce reduplication to a “normal” instance of affixation – the only thing 
special is “the resemblance between the affix and the stem to which it is attached” (Marantz 
1982: 436). Marantz claims that his approach removes the need for specialized ordering and 
conditions placed on morphological and phonological rules. The “simple procedure”, drawing 
on McCarthy’s (1979; 1981) approach to Arabic verbal paradigms, involves affixing a CV 
“skeleton” morpheme to a stem, copying “the entire phonemic melody of the stem” (Marantz 
1982: 437), and then linking that melody to the skeleton. 

Travis (1999) disagrees with Marantz’s (1982) position that reduplication is only minimally 
different from normal affixation. In addition to the obvious difference that reduplication 
“copies” phonological material from elsewhere, she cites data from Tagalog, for instance, 
which shows reduplication that appears in more than one location in different word forms, and 
sometimes allows speakers alternatives of where the reduplication appears (Travis 1999: 318). 
She also claims that there is often a link between form and function in reduplication, in that 
many instances of it across languages have quantificational meanings. She proposes the Form/
Function Mapping Hypothesis: “The form of a (reduplicative) affix will mirror the function of a 
(reduplicative) affix” (Travis 1999: 323). That is, within a given language, within a particular 
extended projection, different reduplicative forms can yield different meanings. She actualizes 
this proposal with a RedP – a special phrasal level whose head is the location for insertion of 
the reduplicative affix. 

Travis (2001) extends this approach. She opposes the trend since Marantz (1982) of treating the 
core of reduplication as being in the domain of phonology only, arguing instead that reduplication 
is invariably created by the syntax. She argues that what she calls “phonological reduplication” (the 
type we have been discussing here) results from head–to–head movement and feature checking of 
a head. She no longer assumes a special phrase dedicated to the reduplicative morpheme (RedP); 
instead, reduplication is the filling (by copying) of a position that is “independently available 
in the syntax” (Travis 2001: 11) – e.g. Number, in the nominal domain, or E(vent) in the verbal 
one. As Haugen (2008) notes, however, Travis’ (1999) Form/Function Mapping Hypothesis is 
contradicted by data from a number of languages, including Yaqui.

Haugen’s (2008; 2009; 2011) approach to reduplication as affixation will form the basis of my 
analysis of Classical Greek perfect reduplication here. Like Marantz (1982) and Travis (1999; 
2001), he treats reduplication as affixation, rather than readjustment. His approach departs 
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significantly from the process–based accounts of Raimy (2000) and Frampton (2009). However, 
he also makes a number of additions and adjustments to Marantz’s and Travis’ proposals. For 
instance: While reduplicative “morphemes” (Vocabulary Items) are inserted into the syntax like 
other affixes, they do have properties that distinguish them from “regular” affixes (notably, their 
interaction with prosody); reduplicants instantiate a functional head like any other affix, rather 
than a specialized “RedP”; and we must distinguish between a morphosyntactic target (“the 
morphosyntactic domain to which reduplication applies” Haugen 2008: 79) and a phonological 
base (“that morphophonological constituent from which the reduplicant copies to fill in its own 
phonological material” Haugen 2008: 79) for reduplication. 

Haugen’s (2008; 2009; 2011) main claims of interest to us here are: (1) Reduplication is 
affixation; and (2) We must distinguish between morphosyntactic targets and phonological 
bases for reduplication. Haugen argues for these points primarily from Uto–Aztecan data. In 
my analysis below I adopt an affixation approach to reduplication and show that the Classical 
Greek data also support point (2).

2.3 Greek perfect reduplication is an affix whose phonology is determined 
very late

I follow Haugen’s (2008; 2009; 2011) proposal for reduplication in Distributed Morphology 
here. Under this type of approach, the surface form of a reduplicant obtains from a special 
kind of Vocabulary Item, RED, whose phonological output is derived in the phonology via 
correspondence with a base. First, the morphosyntactic structure is built in the narrow syntax and 
Morphological Structure via the application of syntactic operations including Merge, Copy, etc.; 
and morphological operations such as Impoverishment, Fission, Fusion, etc. Vocabulary Insertion 
and linearization take place after these morphological adjustments. With these operations and 
adjustments completed, the surface phonology can be determined via Correspondence Theoretic 
means in the phonology proper. The Vocabulary Items inserted in the morphosyntax are the 
inputs to the Optimality Theoretic tableaux; in very simple cases, a Vocabulary Item directly 
provides the phonological information that will end up surfacing. In the case of reduplication, 
the phonological processes involved will adjust the phonological value of the Vocabulary Item 
accordingly. This allows morphology to interact with syntax through structure–building (via 
typical Distributed Morphology mechanisms), and to interact with phonology through what we 
might call output–building (typical Correspondence Theory mechanisms).11

In the Greek data, we see that RED surfaces as a prefix whose phonology is dependent on the 
phonology of the left side of the verb. It must therefore be the case that RED is in place linearly 
before the phonology undertakes its operations. In this way, the data support Deal’s (2016) 
contention that the actual phonological instantiation of a reduplicant must be extremely late – 
after Vocabulary Insertion and linearization. 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, I assume a core invariant perfect semantics to be present in the Classical 
Greek perfects, from which the less canonical meanings can be derived semantically. Since the 
meaning conveyed is that of perfect aspect, I assume RED to instantiate the head of a grammatical/
outer AspectP. I take there to be a single morphosyntactic feature involved in the expression of 
perfect aspect, which I will call [perfect]. The Vocabulary Item for perfect is seen in (3):

(3) Vocabulary Items competing for insertion into Aspect (partial)
[perfect] ↔ RED 

This Vocabulary Item will compete for insertion into the Aspect terminal node.12 The perfect 
contrasts with the aorist in both finite and non–finite verb forms,13 often realized with the suffix 

11 See Haugen (2011), Section 4 for an overview of this process.

12 This same Vocabulary Item will also apply in the case of periphrastic perfects; the difference between the 
finite form in synthetic perfects and the non–finite form in periphrastic ones will be a matter of the Vocabulary 
Items competing for insertion into other heads (Tense, Mood, Voice). Since the periphrastic perfects involve a form 
of the verb εἰμί /eimi/ ‘be’, the structure will necessarily include an additional VP.

13 In finite forms, aorist aspect is only ever realized in the past tense (marked with the “temporal augment” 
prefix ε- /e/-) – there is no present or future aorist form. However, there are aorist infinitives and participles, and 
they show the same -σ -/s/ suffix (etc. – not all verbs use this form). Thus I take -σ -/s/ to be the marker of aorist 
aspect, rather than the combination of ε- /e/- plus -σ -/s/ marking an aorist “tense” in finite forms, as it is often 
described in traditional grammars.
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-σ -/s/ (and different suffixes for agreement); and with the imperfective, which has no overt 
phonological realization. For example:

(4) (a) ἐπαίδευσα
e-paideu-s-a
pst-teach-aor-1sg.pst.aor.act.ind
‘I taught’

(b) ἐπαίδευον
e-paideu-∅-on
pst-teach-ipfv-1sg.pst.ipfv.act.ind
‘I was teaching’

(c) ἐπεπαίδευκα
e-pe~paideu-k-a
pst-prf~teach-act.prf-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I had taught’

We arrive at the following list of Vocabulary Items that compete for insertion into Aspect:

(5) Vocabulary Items competing for insertion into Aspect
[perfect] ↔ RED
[aorist] ↔ /s/
elsewhere ↔ ∅

After the syntax, at Vocabulary Insertion, RED will win the competition and be inserted in 
an Aspect terminal node specified for [perfect]. This brings us to a point where the abstract 
morpheme RED is in the correct position hierarchically, as in (6) (abstracting away from the 
particular root and features of other heads):

(6) Preliminary structure with feature and Vocabulary Item for a perfect form

Noyer (1992/1997) takes Vocabulary Items to be lexically specified with a special feature 
marking them as prefixes or suffixes, but his account is not concerned with the details of 
whether or how this feature is interpreted by linearization. Let us specify the RED Vocabulary 
Item as a prefix:

(7) [perfect] ↔ RED-

The order of Vocabulary Insertion and the eventual linear order of affixes is not related, as 
Halle (1997: 135) acknowledges. Vocabulary Insertion itself presumably proceeds “inside–out” 
(Bobaljik 2000; Embick 2010), that is, hierarchically up the tree.

If linearization happens at Vocabulary Insertion (Embick & Noyer’s 2001 Late Linearization 
Hypothesis) or after, and can “read” the information about whether each Vocabulary Item is 
specified as a prefix or suffix, then the Vocabulary Items can end up in the correct place without 
any special dislocation mechanism having to be posited. (Sections 3 and 4 provide further 
insight into the process of Vocabulary Insertion.) The partial linearized form can be seen in (8) 
(I employ Embick & Noyer’s 2001 notation a * b “to denote a requirement that a must linearly 
precede b and be adjacent to b” p. 562):

(8) [RED- * [√] * …]
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With the reduplicant linearized as a prefix to the root, it is in a position for its surface form to 
be correctly determined by the phonology.

2.4 The phonology of RED 

The realizations of the reduplicant that surface in Greek perfect aspect depend on the form of the 
first one or two segments of the surface form of the verb, and always include the fixed segment 
/e/. Both of these facts present challenges. For reference, I repeat Table 2 here as Table 3.

Roots with initial stop–sonorant clusters copy the stop and add /e/; other C–initial roots 
add /e/; and regular V–initial roots lengthen the V.14 In this section I first consider what the 
Greek data tell us about the question of the target/base for reduplication, and then pursue an 
adjustment to Zukoff’s (2017a) account.

2.4.1 Bases and targets for reduplication
The overarching issue here is the “base” and its relationship with the reduplicant. First, it is 
necessary to distinguish the morphosyntactic target from the phonological base, as Haugen 
(2008; 2009; 2011) does. The morphosyntactic target of perfect reduplication I assume with 
Haugen (2008) and Travis (2001) (among others) to be the morphosyntactic sister of the 
reduplicant. But consider the verb in (9):

(9) (a) ἐπικρατέω
epi-krate-o:
upon/over-rule-1sg.prs.act.ind
‘I rule over’

(b) ἐπικεκράτηκα
epi-ke~krate:-k-a
upon/over-prf~rule-prf-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I have ruled over’

The perfect of the compound verb is the same as that of the base verb κρατέω /krateo:/ ‘I rule’ 
(10) but with /epi/- prefixed to the reduplicated form.

(10) κεκράτηκα
ke~krate:-k-a
prf~rule-prf-1s.prf.act.ind
‘I have ruled’

If the morphosyntactic target of reduplication were the root with the prefix already attached, 
we would expect a perfect form of *ἠπικρατηκα /e:pikrate:ka/. This tells us that either the 
prefix is merged at the very end of the derivation (which would render mysterious the semantic 
scope of perfect over the meaning of the compound verb), or there is some kind of dislocation 
of the prefix in the morphology – after Aspect is fixed hierarchically outside the root but before 
the phonological computation of RED-.

14 There is also the small set of verbs that display “Attic” reduplication: VC copying plus root–initial vowel 
lengthening, as introduced in fn 8.

If the root begins in… ex. Reduplicant is… ex.

A single aspirated stop thuo: Corresponding plain stop + /e/ te-thuka

Stop + liquid or nasal blepo: That stop + /e/ be-blepha

“Double” C (e.g. ζ /zd/) zde:teo: /e/ e-zde:teka

Any other C cluster sphallo: /e/ e-sphalka

/r/ or /hr/ hripto: /e/ (and /r/ doubles) e-rripha

Any other single C luo: That C + /e/ le-luka

A vowel ethelo: Lengthened form of that vowel e:-thele:ka

Table 3 Patterns of perfect 
reduplication.

https://doi.org/10.5334/gjgl.1400
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Evidence that the target is what we might call the “root” form and not, say, the present stem, 
comes from the behavior of verbs whose present active indicative form have an infixed nasal. 
For instance, the verb μανθάνω /manthano:/ ‘I learn’ is built on the root μαθ- /math/ (Liddell & 
Scott 1889: 486); its perfect form is μεμάθηκα /memathe:ka/, not *μεμάνθηκα /memanthe:ka/, 
as would be expected if the present stem was the target.

Then, the (phonological) base for reduplication must be determined. This topic is the subject 
of Haugen’s (2009) work. He notes that McCarthy & Prince’s (1986) prosody–driven account 
improved upon Marantz’s (1982) theory in recognizing that reduplicative bases needed to be 
able to be limited to only part of the stem (for cases like Yidiny, where the base must be limited 
to the first foot of the stem) and also cites Yaqui as showing “syllable copy” reduplication, 
which is more easily dealt with in such a theory (Haugen 2009: 506). However, he notes, most 
theories of reduplication (including McCarthy & Prince 1993) at least implicitly assume that 
the entire stem is the base for reduplication, and that no other demarcation of a more limited 
base is allowed. 

But this type of approach, Haugen (2009) argues, does not easily account for cases like the 
double reduplication in Mainland Comox discussed by Urbanczyk (2000). Haugen concludes 
that what is needed to account for the empirical data in a “theoretically appealing way” 
(Haugen 2009: 512) is something like Shaw’s (2005) Constituent Base Hypothesis, which 
allows both morphological and prosodic constituents to be bases for reduplication. He leaves 
for future work the task of finding “other cases of delimited bases,” to test the predictions 
of the Hypothesis. Classical Greek is just such a case, as is made clear in Zukoff’s (2017a; b) 
Correspondence Theoretic analysis, discussed in Section 2.4.2.

In the type of account pursued here, once the reduplicant is in place in the syntax, it is “passed off” 
to the phonology proper. I agree with Haugen (2011) that to account for prosodic morphology 
like reduplication, we need more than just “Black Box Phonology” – in which the morphological 
component deals only extremely locally, and does not take heed of generalizations about 
phonological surface forms.15 Haugen argues, and I concur, that we need to be able to reference 
precisely these phonological outputs in order to make sense of reduplication data. Specifically, 
as Haugen (2011: 10) notes, at least some cases of reduplication require what Inkelas & Zoll 
(2007) refer to as “base–dependence”:

Base–dependence arises when the determination of the phonological form of one 
copy in a reduplication construction (i.e. the “reduplicant”) is dependent upon some 
aspect, morphological or phonological (prosodic), of the output form of the other 
copy in the construction (i.e. the reduplicant’s “base”) (cf. Inkelas and Zoll 2007: 
92–7). (Haugen 2011: 10)

This kind of dependence is ruled out, for instance, by Inkelas & Zoll’s (2007) Morphological 
Doubling Theory. Haugen & Hicks Kennard (2011), however, argue that base dependence is 
required to account for data in a number of languages. It is clear that the Classical Greek 
data also require a morphological theory that allows “access” to the phonology, and not 
just an explanation (like Inkelas & Zoll’s) based on semantic identity. Haugen (2008; 2009; 
2011) accomplishes this via blending of Distributed Morphology with Correspondence Theory 
(McCarthy & Prince 1995), which employs ranked faithfulness and markedness constraints, as 
in standard Optimality Theory. The key for the current analysis is that RED is a Vocabulary 
Item that instantiates Aspect; the Correspondence Theoretic mechanics of how the phonological 
output of RED is calculated are addressed thoroughly by Zukoff (2017a; b). I summarize his 
approach in 2.4.2, but the interested reader can refer to his work for further details.

2.4.2 Accounting for the phonological output: Zukoff (2017a; b) and beyond 
The idea we have so far is that the instantiation of an Aspect head bearing the feature [perfect] 
in Greek is RED; this reduplicative “morpheme” will be the input to the phonology. Zukoff 
(2017a; b) provides a detailed Correspondence Theoretic account (within McCarthy & Prince’s 
1995 Base–Reduplicant Correspondence Theory) of the set of interacting constraints at play in 

15 Specifically, Haugen is critiquing the version of Distributed Morphology that Embick (2010) proposes, which 
locates such generalizations outside the grammar proper.
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this phonological calculation. His account improves on previous analyses of Greek reduplication 
(e.g. Steriade 1982; 1988; Fleischhacker 2005; Halle 2008) in that it is able to explain all the 
patterns seen in perfect reduplication,16 and also helps explain facts from the verbs that show 
reduplication in the present. 

His basic account we can adopt fairly straightforwardly; however, the successful interaction 
of his constraints demands that the phonology actually be accessing two morphemes, RED and 
the fixed segment /e/. He notes (following Alderete et al. 1999) that there are two options for 
dealing with situations in which a fixed segment figures into reduplication: Either the segment 
is a copy of a vowel from the base that has been reduced (a “phonological analysis”), or the 
segment is a separate morpheme (a “morphological analysis”). Zukoff shows that a phonological 
analysis leads to a ranking paradox for the constraints he proposes.17

Here I first summarize Zukoff’s approach to the reduplication, then make a proposal about the 
interaction between the output of the morphosyntactic component(s) and the phonological 
component to account for the phonology’s need to treat RED and /e/ as two pieces.

First, the key constraints involved in Zukoff’s (2017b) analysis are as follows:

•	 Onset (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004): helps motivate the realization of the 
reduplicative copy (incurs a violation if /e/ surfaces without a preceding C)

•	 Redup(RED) (based on Zuraw 2002): helps motivate the realization of the reduplicative 
copy (incurs a violation if RED is in the input but the output does not include Base and 
Reduplicant substrings)

•	 Max-BR (McCarthy & Prince 1995): motivates copying all segments of the base into the 
reduplicant

•	 Anchor-L-BR (McCarthy & Prince 1995): ensures the C that appears in the output 
matches the root–initial consonant

•	 Align-/e/-L: A “size restrictor” constraint; outranking Max-BR helps maintain a minimal 
reduplicant (incurs a violation for “for every segment that intervenes between the left 
edge of the exponent of the fixed segment affix /e/ and left edge of the prosodic word” 
(Zukoff 2017b: 41)). Ensures that the reduplicant does not end up as a full copy of the 
base 

•	 *Cluster (*CC): advocates against the copying of the whole consonant cluster when 
outranking Align-/e/-L. This ensures that we end up with just the stop of stop–sonorant 
clusters copied in the output

•	 No Poorly-Cued Repetitions (*PCR) (≈*CαVCα/__C[–son]): an “antirepetition” 
constraint; incurs a violation if matching consonants in the structure CVC precede an 
obstruent. This is to keep consonant copying from occurring in clusters that are not stop–
sonorant clusters

These constraints operate together on RED to ensure that the morpheme is realized overtly; 
that it copies segments of the base but not the entire base; that the segments that get realized 
are from the left side of the root; and that clusters are treated differently depending on their 
make–up.

This brings us to the potential ranking paradox. Given input like kton-, which yields __-e-kton- 
rather than k-e-kton- (since /kt/ is not a stop-sonorant cluster), the antirepetition constraint 
*PCR must outrank Onset and Redup(RED). Since we do not see kt-e-kton-, *PCR must outrank 
*CC. But why not just copy the second C, yielding t-e-kton-? This output does not incur Onset 
or Redup(red) violations, while __-e-kton- does. The fact that __-e-kton- wins over t-e-kton- 
indicates that the violation of Anchor-L-BR incurred by t-e-kton- is fatal. It must be the case 
that no such violation is incurred with the candidate __-e-kton-. On a phonological analysis of 
the fixed segment /e/ (i.e., if RED and /e/ are part of the same unit), __-e-kton- would violate 

16 Including the otherwise mysterious Attic reduplication (see fn 8).

17 In addition, /e/ shows no signs (that I am aware of) of being a default vowel elsewhere in the language, and 
does not correspond to the characteristics for cross–linguistic defaults that Alderete, et al. discuss (arising from the 
place–markedness hierarchy of Prince & Smolensky 1993; Lombardi 1997).
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Anchor (“since its leftmost reduplicant segment ([e]) would be in correspondence with a 
segment not at the left edge of the base (i.e., the root vowel)” (Zukoff 2017a: 468). Since 
this form does not incur an Anchor violation (again, it must not, since it wins out over the 
otherwise less marked t-e-kton-), it must be the case that the phonology is treating the /e/ in 
question as a separate piece, able to be operated on by separate constraints.

Thus, Zukoff argues that RED and /e/ must enter the phonological computations as “separate 
morphemes”. By this he presumably means that they must in some way be separate units, 
available for individual application of constraints, etc., when they undergo phonological 
operations. However, Zukoff gives no hint as to what being “separate morphemes” might mean 
for RED and /e/. I find his decision to treat them as separate morphemes flawed in several 
ways. 

First, there is no morphosyntactic or semantic evidence that RED and /e/ are separate entities in 
the syntax, the morphology, or the interpretive component. Zukoff himself notes, “as with schm-
reduplication and similar cases, it is unclear if these two morphs have distinct functions” (Zukoff 
2017b: 40 fn 11). I showed above that reduplication appears across perfect forms. There is also 
evidence for /e/ in all the forms of reduplication. Although it may change on the surface due 
to rules of coalescence in the perfects that involve vowel–lengthening (see e.g. Zukoff 2017a, 
Section 2.2; 2017b, Section 2.2.2), its presence is detectable in copying environments (CeC(Cson)
V…), non–copying environments (eCC-sonV), vowel–initial environments (lengthening of V), 
and Attic Reduplication environments (lengthening of root–internal initial V). Zukoff treats all 
these forms as containing /e/. The fate of the two “pieces” (the output of the computations on 
RED and the output of the computations on /e/) is entirely in the hands of the phonology – they 
are not distinct in the morphology or the syntax.

Consider that C + /e/ is a case of morphological fixed segmentism. Alderete, et al. (1999) 
characterize this phenomenon as a case of an “overwriting” affix. Considering schm- 
reduplication in English and s- reduplication in Kamrupi, they state that “unlike conventional 
prefixes, šm- and s- overlap with or “overwrite” the reduplicant, so their presence interferes 
with reduplicative copying” (p. 355). This is not what is happening in Greek. The segment /e/ 
does not interfere with copying the C part of the reduplicant, when that occurs. What seems to 
be happening is that the phonology is targeting RED as separate from /e/, despite their being 
a single entity in the eyes of the morphology. In short, the phonology needs to be able to treat 
them as separate pieces, even though they are part of the same unit in terms of morphosyntactic 
structure and meaning.

This can be accomplished if the phonological instantiation of an Aspect node specified for 
[perfect] has the shape RED/e/-.18

In the data at hand, the realization of the reduplicant appears as a copy of particular segments, 
plus /e/. This additional segment does not overwrite part of the base, as happens in schm- 
reduplication; it simply exists alongside the (imperfect) copy of the base. 

The phonology in a Vocabulary Item is essentially a set of instructions for the phonological 
component to follow. In a case where the instantiation is (for example) /da/, the phonology’s 
instructions are roughly “undertake language–relevant operations (including the application of 
relevant constraints) on the segments /d/ and /a/, together in that order.” The Vocabulary Item 
RED/e/- would be similarly read by the phonology as “undertake language–relevant operations 
on RED and /e/, together in that order.” Of course, RED is not a unique segment; but, its 
language–relevant operations could include a second layer of instructions, such as “make a 
copy of the base and undertake language–relevant operations on the segments of that copy.” 
Treating this Vocabulary Item as made of two phonological elements allows the phonology to 
treat one morphosyntactic unit as two pieces phonologically.

In this section I have argued that Aspect, in the presence of the feature [perfect], is instantiated 
by RED/e/-. This is a special Vocabulary Item whose context for insertion is typical, but whose 

18  Recall that a small group of roots displays Attic reduplication. Zukoff (2017a; b) argues that these roots 
require lexically indexed constraints in the phonology; this renders lexical specification in the Vocabulary Item 
unnecessary.   
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phonological instantiation is atypical – it is not determined until after Vocabulary Insertion 
and linearization, and includes a fixed segment. The fact that RED/e/- is dependent on the 
phonology of the left side of the root points to the necessity of very late (post–linearization) 
phonological resolution of the reduplicant, and to the need for it to be able to “access” the 
phonology of the base. In addition, these data point to an approach to morphological fixed 
segmentism in reduplication that treats the invariant segment as phonologically separate from 
the copying part of the Vocabulary Item. In the next section I address the second reflex of 
[perfect], the consonantal suffix.

3 The suffix -/k/ and stem allomorphy
In this section I discuss additional reflexes of perfect aspect in active voice verbs, which have 
implications for our understanding of span–conditioned allomorphy and linearization. I argue 
that the suffix -/k/ instantiates Voice[active] in the context of a span in which two other heads 
(Aspect and Tense) are implicated. Perfects with this suffixation are traditionally called “first 
perfects”. The stem allomorphy that alternates with -/k/ depending on the phonology of the 
root is outwardly dependent on a span of three heads (Voice, Aspect, and Tense). Perfects that 
show this stem allomorphy are traditionally called “second perfects”. Furthermore, the choice 
between the Voice allomorphs -/k/ and -∅ depends on the phonological content of the (right 
side of the) root, indicating that the root Vocabulary Item must already be spelled out when 
the Voice[active] Vocabulary Item is chosen. However, the choice of the correct allomorph 
also depends on the ability of Vocabulary Insertion to access hierarchical, rather than linear, 
information, about hierarchically higher elements. These facts together indicate that Vocabulary 
Insertion must proceed cyclically, and that linearization must occur after Vocabulary Insertion 
is complete. I consider each of these points in turn. In Section 3.1 I consider the -/k/ suffixing 
(“first”) perfects; in 3.2 I examine the stem allomorphy in “second perfects”; in 3.3 I present 
(and subsequently reject) alternative analyses; and in 3.4 I discuss the implications of these 
Vocabulary Items for linearization.

3.1 Suffixed -/k/ instantiates the [active] Voice head in “first perfects”

In the previous section I argued that the prefix RED/e/- instantiates an Aspect node carrying 
the [perfect] feature. As mentioned, many perfect forms also show a reflex of perfect aspect 
on the right side of the root. In the active voice, in all tenses, aspects, and moods other than 
future infinitives and future participles, perfects display a suffix -/k/ or stem allomorphy, 
depending on the phonology of the root. Verb roots ending in vowels, dentals, liquids, and 
nasals (traditionally “first perfects”) suffix -/k/; those ending in labials and velars (traditionally 
“second perfects”) instead have a special stem form.19 A prototypical example of a verb with a 
“first” perfect is λῡ́ω /luo:/, ‘I loose/release/destroy’, as seen in (11). The first person present 
active indicative is in (11a), the corresponding present perfect is in (11b), and the corresponding 
past perfect is in (11c).

(11) (a) λῡ ́ω
lu:-o:
release-1sg.prs.act.ind
‘I release’

(b) λέλυκα
le~lu-k-a
prf~release-act.prf-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I have released’

(c) ἐλελύκη 
e-le~lu-k-e:
pst-prf~release-act.prf-1sg.pstprf.act.ind
‘I had released’

A typical example of verb with a “second perfect” is βλέπω /blepo:/ ‘I see’, as seen in (12).

19  A few verbs have both a “first” and “second” perfect form. For example, πείθω /peitho:/ ‘I persuade’ has 
forms πέπεικα /pepeika/ and πέποιθα /pepoitha/. In at least some cases, these two forms have different meanings; 
I assume these are synchronically different roots.
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(12) (a) βλέπω
blep-o:
see-1sg.prs.act.ind
‘I see’

(b) βε�βλεφα
be~bleph-a
prf~see.act.prf-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I have seen’

(c) ε�βεβλέφη
e-be~bleph-e:
pst-prf~see.act.prf-1sg.pstprf.act.ind
‘I had seen’

Table 4 (after Groton 2000; Smyth 1920) shows the patterns in question, and full examples can 
be found in the Appendix.

It is predictable whether a root will suffix -/k/ or not, based on the final segment in the root. 
Many roots that do not suffix -/k/ undergo predictable root changes (as seen in Table 4), but 
many other roots undergo unpredictable changes. These facts will help determine the content 
of the Vocabulary Items for -/k/ and the labial and velar roots.2021

We saw in the previous section that RED/e/- is present across perfect forms; I took it to be the 
instantiation of Aspect[perfect]. Perfect aspect is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the 
appearance of the -/k/ suffix/stem changes, however. Most notably, these right–side changes 
only occur in the active voice, as seen in (13) (using the same verbs from above as examples):22

(13) (a) λέλυκα
le~lu-k-a
prf~release-act.prf-1sg.prs.act.ind
‘I have released’

(b) λέλυμαι
le~lu-mai
prf~release-1sg.prs.mp.ind
‘I have been released’

(c) βε�βλεφα
be~bleph-a
prf~see.act.prf-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I have seen’

(d) βε�βλεμμαι
be~blem22-mai  
prf~see.mp.prf-1sg.prs.mp.ind
‘I have been seen’

20 πτ /pt/ drops dental /t/ and then the root acts like a labial–final root.

21 Or orthographic ττ /tt/, which “hides” a stem–final κι /ki/, γι /gi/, or χι /khi/.

22 Note that this root in fact displays a different kind of change in the middle–passive voice.

If the root ends in… ex. Change is… ex.

“First 
perfects”

A vowel agoreu-o: Suffix /k/ e:goreu-k-a

A dental (or ζ /zd/) peitho: Drop dental, suffix /k/ pepei-k-a

A liquid or nasal angello: Suffix /k/ e:ngel-k-a

“Second 
perfects”

A labial20 blepo:

tribo:

Labial becomes φ /ph/ bebleph-a

tetriph-a

A velar21 ago:

dio:ko:

Velar becomes χ /kh/ e:kh-a

dedio:kh-a

Table 4 Patterns of perfect 
“suffixation” for regular verbs.
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They do not appear in non-perfect aspects:

(14) (a) λῡ ́ω
lu:-∅-o:
release-ipfv-1sg.ipfv.act.ind
‘I release/am releasing’

(b) ἔλῡσα
e-lu:-s-a
pst-release-aor-1sg.aor.act.ind
‘I released’

(c) βλέπω
blep-o:
see-1sg.prs.act.ind
‘I see’

(d) ε�βλεψα
e-blep-s-a
pst-see-aor-1sg.aor.act.ind
‘I saw’

And they appear across tenses and moods with the exception of future infinitives (15a) and 
future participles (15b):

(15) (a) λελῡ ́σειν
le~lu:-s-ein
prf~release-fut-inf.fut.prf.act
‘to be going to have released’

(b) λελῡ ́σων
le~lu:-s-o:n
prf~release-fut-ptcp.fut.prf.act.m.nom.sg
‘being going to have released’

Thus, the appearance of -/k/ or stem allomorphy is dependent upon not a single feature in a single 
head, as RED/e/- was, but on a combination of the featural content of Voice, Aspect, and Tense. 
Given that -/k/ appears only in the active voice and appears in a position after the verb root and 
before mood and agreement endings, we might imagine it is instantiating Voice, Aspect, or Tense. 

We can rule out tense distributionally. We saw (as in 11c) that -/k/ co–occurs with the past 
tense prefix /e/-. Then, in the indicative, most verbs form their future perfects periphrastically; 
however, there are two verbs that form their future perfect indicatives synthetically, and these 
show -/k/ + future -/s/, as expected if /k/ instantiates a head inside Tense.23 This can be seen 
with the verb ἵστημι /histe:mi/ ‘stand’ in (16): 

(16) (a) ἵστημι
histe:-mi
stand-1sg.prs.act.ind
‘I stand’

(b) ἕστηκα
heste:-k-a
prf~stand.act.prf-act.prf-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I have stood’

(c) ἑστήξω
he~ste:-k-s-o:
prf~stand.act.prf-act.prf-fut-1sg.fut.act.ind
‘I will have stood’

23 Grestenberger (2015b) argues that future -/s/ instantiates a high modal head, Mod, above T. This would not 
affect the analysis presented here, as a null exponent in T would allow it to get pruned (Embick 2010; see Section 
4.1) and the resulting span would still condition the appearance of -/k/.
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We have already established that RED/e/- instantiates Aspect when [perfect] is present. If -/k/ 
and stem allomorphy were direct results of Aspect[perfect] as well, a second exponent would 
need to be involved that somehow managed to get expressed simultaneously with, and on the 
other side of the root from, RED/e/-. A simpler explanation is that these changes are the result of 
an allomorph of Voice[active] that is conditioned by the presence of [perfect] on Aspect, among 
other things. This is the analysis I pursue here; I briefly explore and ultimately reject the other 
possibility in Section 3.3. The structure (without Vocabulary Items) we have so far is as follows:

(17) Structure with features for a perfect active form

Now we must determine the Vocabulary Items in competition for insertion into the 
Voice[active] head. First, -/k/ must be in competition with a Vocabulary Item with a null 
phonological exponent, as active voice is unmarked in situations other than the ones under 
consideration:

(18) Vocabulary Items competing for insertion into Voice (partial)
[active] ↔ ∅

Then, above we saw that -/k/ occurs only in perfect aspect, does not appear in future infinitives 
or future participles, and does not appear after labials or velars; that is, the appearance of -/k/ in 
Voice is dependent upon both its outward–looking morphosyntactic environment and its inward–
looking phonological environment. Importantly, the appearance of -/k/ is conditioned by the 
content not of a single head, but of two heads taken together: Aspect and Tense. These data thus 
provide empirical evidence for the existence of outwardly–sensitive span–conditioned allomorphy, 
supporting Merchant’s (2015) Span Adjacency Hypothesis: Allomorphy is conditioned by structurally 
adjacent spans24 of terminal nodes, all of whose members are implicated in the conditioning. The 
span in question is ⟨Aspect, Tense⟩, as only certain combinations of features across these two heads 
permit -/k/ to appear. Thus the Vocabulary Item for -/k/ must include the following:25

(19) Voice[active] 
↔/-k/ /[-labial, -velar] __ Aspect[perfect]25 Tense[-finite, -future] 
↔/-k/ /[-labial, -velar] __ Aspect[perfect] Tense[+finite]
↔ -∅ elsewhere

For a past perfect with -/k/, then, our structure with Vocabulary Items would be as follows: 

(20) Structure with features and Vocabulary Items for a past perfect with -/k/

 
 

24 After Svenonius’s (2012) definition, who was building upon Williams (2003), Abels & Muriungi (2008), and 
Taraldsen (2010).

25 I leave open the possibility that the participles themselves will require further specification in Aspect and/or 
Tense (see e.g. Embick 2000; Cowper 2005); the Vocabulary Items at hand only need to ensure that the nonfinite 
future forms are ruled out.
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This allows us to account for the “first perfects”, which suffix -/k/, and we can now turn to 
the stem–adjusting “second perfects”. We will return to the implications of these Vocabulary 
Items for linearization in Section 3.4.

3.2 Conditioning the stem allomorphy in “second perfects” 

Recall that in the cases that meet the morphological criteria for inserting -/k/ but not the 
phonological ones, stem allomorphy occurs. Merchant (2015) is concerned with similar stem 
allomorphy in Modern Greek, and a similar proposal is applicable here. Recall that roots ending 
in labials and velars instead tend to show consonant mutation (and some also show root–
internal vowel changes), as seen in (21) (repeated from 12):

(21) (a) βλέπω
blep-o:
see-1sg.prs.act.ind
‘I see’

(b) βε�βλεφα
be~bleph-a
prf~see.act.prf-1sg.prf.act.ind
‘I have seen’

These changes appear in exactly the same morphosyntactic environments that -/k/ does (active 
voice, perfect aspect, not in future infinitives or future participles). Rather than instantiating 
the Voice head, though, these are roots; their insertion thus depends on a span that includes 
Voice[active] (⟨Voice, Aspect, Tense⟩). Below are the relevant rules for a sampling of roots:26

(22) √see 
↔ /bleph/ / Voice[active] Aspect[perfect] Tense[-finite, -future] 
↔ /bleph/ / Voice[active] Aspect[perfect] Tense[+finite]
↔ /blep/ / elsewhere

(23) √pursue
↔ /dio:kh/ / (as above)
↔ /dio:k/ / elsewhere

Some roots ending in liquids and nasals add an /e:/ to the stem as well as taking the -/k/ suffix. 
For example, μένω /meno:/ ‘I lead’ becomes μεμένηκα /memene:ka/ ‘I have led’:

(24) √lead ↔ /mene:/ / (as above)
↔ /men/ / elsewhere

This does not present a problem for our rule in (19), as -/k/ is inserted after vowels – stems 
with allomorphs ending in /e:/ will still suffix -/k/, as expected. Roots ending in dentals drop 
the dental before suffixing -/k/; they will also both have a stem allomorph and be subject to the 
rule in (19). Still other, more irregular, stems show other types of changes; for example, λείπω 
/leipo:/ ‘I leave’ becomes λέλοιπα /leloipa/ ‘I have left’, undergoing stem–internal vowel 
changes without a stem–final labial consonant change.

(25) √leave ↔ /loip/ / (as above)
↔ /leip/ / elsewhere

In (26) I give the structure (with Vocabulary Items) for /eleloip…/ ‘…had left’, parallel to the 
structure for the -/k/ suffixing verb given in (16):

26 While many verbs show irregularities in this form, there are recognizable regularities in the stems ending in 
labials and velars, as noted in Table 4: A number of labial–ending stems change that labial to a [ph], and a number 
of velar–ending stems change that labial to a [kh]. Though I do not address it in detail here, these phonological 
regularities that apply to only small portion of the lexicon could be captured with Readjustment Rules (e.g., 
√ [-syllabic, +labial]# → [ph] / √blep, √…___ [perfect]; √ [-syllabic, +velar]# → [kh] / √dio:k, √…___ [perfect]), 
which are Distributed Morphology’s typical way of addressing such sub–regularities; or, from a more strictly 
phonological approach, with cophonologies, indexed constraints (see Inkelas & Zoll 2007 for a comparison of the 
two approaches), or floating features for, e.g., Tense and Aspect (for some related work on Modern Greek, see e.g. 
Markopoulos 2018).
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(26) Structure with features and Vocabulary Items for a past perfect without -/k/

A span–based analysis allows us to easily account for the active voice perfect data in Greek. In 
the next section I briefly explore several alternative approaches and show why these accounts 
are dispreferable to the above analysis.

3.3 Alternative analyses

Clearly, suffixation of -/k/ or the analogous stem allomorphy is conditioned by perfect aspect 
in some way. One possibility would be that -/k/ somehow also instantiates Aspect along with 
RED/e/-, and only in the presence of a (hierarchically lower) active Voice head. Since there 
are two phonological pieces, presumably these would represent two distinct Vocabulary Items, 
both with the same context for insertion into the Aspect node (namely, [perfect]) – a situation 
that is not remediable using the usual tools of Distributed Morphology. The Subset Principle 
cannot decide between these Vocabulary Items, and we wouldn’t want it to, as both appear in 
the output. Although the Vocabulary Item for -/k/ would require the presence of active voice in 
its context somehow, it cannot simply be an active voice allomorph of the perfect, as RED/e/- 
appears in the active voice as well. Even given a solution to the first problem, we would end up 
with two Vocabulary Items that appear on either side of the verb root.

Schreiner & Schildmier Stone (2016) face a seemingly similar problem in the mood marking of 
Cherokee. They argue that the so–called “future” markers ta- and -i together constitute a single, 
two–part affix (essentially a circumfix), instantiating the head of a ModalP specified for the 
feature [Circumstantial]. The analysis they adopt involves Müller’s (2007) rule of Enrichment, 
intended as a counterpart of Impoverishment (Halle 1997). Müller proposes Enrichment as a 
morphological process that doubles an existing feature after syntactic operations are complete 
but before Vocabulary Insertion begins. Schreiner & Schildmier Stone propose that in Cherokee, 
a language–specific rule of Enrichment operates on a Modal head specified for [Circumstantial], 
doubling the feature. This yields a situation in which there are two [Circumstantial] features 
when Vocabulary Insertion begins. This triggers Fission (Noyer 1992/1997) of the Modal 
position of exponence, yielding two nodes specified for the same feature. Both Vocabulary 
Items specified for [Circumstantial] can then be inserted. 

A similar approach could be taken with Classical Greek, with Enrichment doubling the feature 
[perfect] and Fission dividing the Aspect node. The next question is how the two Vocabulary 
Items end up on either side of the verb root (Schreiner & Schildmier Stone do not make a detailed 
proposal). Assuming linearization happens late (as in Embick & Noyer’s 2001 proposal), and the 
Vocabulary Items are lexically specified as prefixes or suffixes (Noyer 1992/1997), linearization 
would be responsible for establishing the linear order between Aspect and the root (say, after 
the root, given that aorist aspect marking follows the root, but this is not important). While 
the order of Vocabulary Insertion of the two affixes is presumably random, linearization could 
perhaps also establish the ordering of the two halves of Aspect with respect to each other, based 
on their respective affixal statuses. However, to arrive at the surface order, another operation 
would have to be in play to relocate the reduplicative prefix to a position before the root, for 
instance, Embick & Noyer’s (2001) Local Dislocation.

While this solution is arguably workable, it presents a number of disadvantages when compared 
to the Voice–based analysis pursued in the previous section.27 It requires a dedicated (and 

27  This does not mean that multiple exponence is not the correct analysis of the data in Cherokee or other 
languages (see e.g. Harris 2017 for a number of languages that display clear cases of multiple exponence).
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perhaps overly powerful) mechanism, Enrichment, which is not otherwise widely justified; 
application of Fission in a non–canonical environment; and a further mechanism to get the 
affixes in the correct linear order. 

Another way of addressing the bipartite nature of the perfect forms would be to attribute 
both the stem allomorphy and affixation of -/k/ to stem listing, in the spirit of e.g. Bermúdez-
Otero (2013) and Haugen (2016).28 Under this type of analysis, the [perfect] feature would be 
instantiated directly only once (by RED/e/-), as I have proposed, but the changes on the right 
side would not involve a separate Vocabulary Item. Instead, roots would undergo what amounts 
to contextual allomorphy in the context of the features [perfect], [active], etc. This type of 
analysis does not require a dedicated mechanism like Enrichment, and eliminates the need 
to undertake Fission in an unexpected environment, as we would be required to do under the 
Enrichment analysis. Local Dislocation is also avoided with a stem–listing approach, since there 
is no second “half” of the Fissioned Aspect head to be relocated: There is only one Vocabulary 
Item involved outside the root.

Despite these advantages, a completely29 stem–listing approach falls short when compared to 
the analysis I argued for above. In this type of approach, the -/k/ suffix as well as the stem 
allomorphy would be the result of stem listing, relegating the frequent appearance of -/k/ in 
perfects to the status of accidental homophony. This obscures the fact that -/k/ appears across 
so many forms, and that its appearance vs. the presence of stem allomorphy is phonologically 
predictable. The Voice–based analysis allows us to account for these regularities while avoiding 
the pitfalls of the Enrichment–based approach. 

Finally, Christopoulos & Petrosino (2017) suggest an analysis for Modern Greek root 
allomorphy that employs rebracketing (Radkevich 2010, similar in function to Fusion) to join 
two contiguous nodes – here, Voice and Aspect – to allow for realization by a single Vocabulary 
Item. In the Classical Greek perfect, however, we do not see fusion between Voice and Aspect; 
in the passive, for instance, we see forms like /le-lu-metha/ – perfect reduplication, root, and 
then fusion of Voice, Mood, and AGR. In the active, fusion is frequently present between Mood 
and AGR. Neither of these facts affects the conditioning of the Vocabulary Items for Aspect 
(or Voice) that I call for here. Given that we are dealing with many forms that show separate 
exponents for Tense, Aspect, Mood, and Voice (by assumption that -/k/ is Voice), I do not 
pursue an overall Fusion (or rebracketing) approach here. An analysis of the middle or passive 
voice systems would require more Fusion in some forms; for instance, the aorist aspect does not 
appear with a separate exponent outside the active voice. I leave this pursuit for future work. 

3.4 Implications for linearization

Finally, the Greek perfect provides an interesting testing ground for determining the order of 
operations for Vocabulary Insertion and linearization. Recall the Vocabulary Items competing 
for insertion into Voice[active] from (19), repeated here as (27):

(27) Vocabulary Items competing for insertion into Voice[active]:
↔ /-k/ /[-labial, -velar] __ Aspect[perfect] Tense[-finite, -future] 
↔ /-k/ /[-labial, -velar] __ Aspect[perfect] Tense[+finite]
↔ -∅ elsewhere

The contexts for insertion of -/k/ over -∅ involve both the phonology of (the right side of) 
the root and the (hierarchically) adjacent morphosyntax. The need for Vocabulary Insertion to 
be able to “read” the surface–adjacent phonology might lead us to assume a pre–Vocabulary 
Insertion linearization process. Embick (2010), for example, argues from data with root–
conditioned allomorphy that linearization must occur before Vocabulary Insertion, and Arregi 
& Nevins (2012) and Haugen & Siddiqi (2016) assume that Vocabulary Insertion operates on a 
linearized syntactic representation. 

28  Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.

29  As an anonymous reviewer rightly points out, the analysis I pursue could be seen as containing elements 
of stem listing – the instances of conditioned allomorphy resulting in the Vocabulary Items in (22) and (23), for 
example, could be analyzed equally well as listed stems. The analysis I reject is one in which all stems are listed. 
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This would not be a problem for our data if the conditioning span ⟨Aspect, Tense⟩ were linearly 
adjacent to the Voice head. However, Aspect surfaces as a prefix (RED/e/-) and thus would not 
be linearly adjacent to Voice when Vocabulary Insertion began. Tense[past], too, surfaces as a 
prefix (/e/-). An approach under which the winning Vocabulary Items are determined based on 
surface (post–linearization) order of the morphemes would fail here. The choice of Vocabulary 
Item inserted in Voice[active] thus needs to depend instead on a hierarchically adjacent span. 
As Merchant (2015: 279–280) notes, linearization (by design) removes the information about 
the hierarchical structure built by the syntax. Given the data at hand, if linearization were to 
occur entirely before Vocabulary Insertion, the hierarchical information needed to determine 
the winning Vocabulary Items for Voice would be unavailable. 

In order to allow for conditioning by both surface–adjacent phonology and hierarchically–
adjacent morphosyntactic elements, Vocabulary Insertion must proceed cyclically, and 
linearization must occur after Vocabulary Insertion is complete. After the hierarchical 
arrangement of the heads is determined by the syntax, Vocabulary Insertion will proceed from 
the root outwards. The choice of Vocabulary Item for the root will in some cases, as with the 
roots discussed in this section, be sensitive to the span of heads ⟨Voice, Aspect, Tense⟩. Once 
the root Vocabulary Item is spelled out, Vocabulary Insertion can proceed for Voice. Since 
linearization has not yet removed the hierarchical information, Aspect and the rest of the heads 
in the span are available to condition the allomorphy in the presence of the feature [active]. 
When Vocabulary Insertion operates on Voice[active], it can take into account the phonology 
of the spelled–out Vocabulary Item inserted into the root (“inward sensitivity” to phonological 
features, as discussed by Embick 2012), as well as the morphosyntax of the hierarchically 
adjacent heads.

In this section I have been discussing the conditioning of -/k/ and stem allomorphy that appears 
in certain perfect active environments. Both the suffix and stem allomorphy are conditioned 
by the presence of spans of hierarchically, rather than linearly, adjacent heads. The data 
thus provide empirical evidence for the existence of outwardly–sensitive span–conditioned 
allomorphy. The presence of -/k/ also depends on the phonology of the right side of the 
root. These facts taken together indicate the need for cyclic Vocabulary Insertion and a post–
Vocabulary Insertion process of linearization. In the next section I turn to the final location of 
perfect–specific marking in Classical Greek, the agreement suffixes.

4 Agreement marking and perfect aspect
We have now seen two places in which the Greek verb reflects perfect aspect – the reduplicative 
prefix RED/e/-, which I have argued instantiates Aspect[perfect] itself, and the suffix -/k/ and 
stem allomorphy, which I have argued are the instantiation of the active Voice head and the 
stem being conditioned by a span of hierarchically adjacent heads including Aspect[perfect]. In 
this section I discuss the third reflex of perfect aspect: perfect–specific agreement suffixes. As 
was the case with the head Voice[active], here again the realization of a set of features depends 
on the presence of features across several adjacent heads: Agreement suffixes are conditioned 
by the combination of Aspect, Tense, Voice, and Mood. In this case, however, the conditioning 
span is hierarchically inside the head in question, lending empirical support for inwardly–
sensitive span–conditioned allomorphy. Again, the winning Vocabulary Items are determined 
by the presence of hierarchically but not necessarily linearly adjacent spans, pointing to a post–
Vocabulary Insertion linearization process.

4.1 Conditioning the agreement suffixes

Person/number agreement suffixes in Greek resemble each other in large part across tenses and 
aspects for a given voice and mood. The general pattern for active and passive suffixes in the 
indicative mood (abstracting over tenses and aspects) is given in Table 5.

Table 6 shows the full agreement suffixes (including “theme vowels”) for the present (carrying 
imperfective semantics), present perfect, past perfect, and future perfect active indicative.

In (28–31) I give some representative examples from the 2nd person singular paradigms of 
/lu:o:/ and /blepo:/ (with /histe:mi/ for future perfect, as most verbs form their future perfect 
forms periphrastically):
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(28) (a) λῡ ́εις 
lu:-eis
release-2sg.prs.act.ind
‘You release’

(b) βλέπεις
blep-eis
see-2sg.prs.act.ind
‘You see’

(29) (a) λέλυκας
le~lu-k-as
prf~release-act.prf-2sg.prf.act.ind
‘You have released’

(b) βε�βλεφας
be~bleph-as
prf~see.act.prf-2sg.prf.act.ind
‘You have seen’

(30) (a) ἐλελύκης 
e-le~lu-k-e:s
pst-prf~release-act.prf-2sg.pstprf.act.ind
‘You had released’

(b) ε�βεβλέφης
e-be~bleph-e:s
pst-prf~see.act.prf-2sg.prf.act.ind
‘You had seen’

(31) ἑστήξεɩς
he~ste:-k-s-eis
prf~stand.act.prf-act.prf-fut-2sg.fut.act.ind
‘You will have stood’

prs ipfv prs prf pst prf fut prf

1s -o: -a -e: -o:

2s -eis -as -e:s -eis

3s -ei -e(n) -ei(n) -ei

2d -eton -aton -eton -eton

3d -eton -aton -ete:n -eton

1p -omen -amen -emen -omen

2p -ete -ate -ete -ete

3p -ousi(n) -asi(n) -esan -ousi(n)

Table 6 Some agreement 
suffixes for the active 
indicative (Groton 2000).

Active Passive

1s -V -mai

2s -s -V

3s -V(n) -tai

1p -men -metha

2p -te -sthe

3p (Various) -ntai

Table 5 General pattern for 
active and passive suffixes in 
the indicative.
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Note that the suffixes in the present and past perfects have their own distinctive vowel 
pattern.30 This might be unremarkable if the conditioning head were adjacent to AGR; 
however, Tense intervenes between Aspect[perfect] and AGR. An explanation is required 
for this conditioning across an intervening node. Pruning could possibly be at work in the 
conditioning of the Vocabulary Items in AGR in the present. Embick (2010: 54) proposes for 
a similar situation in Latin that Tense, when realized by -∅, can be pruned – essentially, 
removed from the tree for the purposes of computing adjacency and Vocabulary Insertion. 
The pruning of Tense makes Aspect and Agreement linearly adjacent (Embick uses the term 
concatenation, ⌢), allowing for Vocabulary Items marking agreement to refer to the content 
of Aspect in their contexts for insertion. Note that the agreement affixes for the future 
perfect (for the two verbs that form it synthetically) are identical to the present (simple) 
indicative forms – that is, there is no effect of perfect aspect on agreement in the future. 
This is consistent with a pruning approach: If Tense has a non–∅ exponent, as it does in the 
future, and therefore is not pruned, the aspectual feature cannot condition the appearance 
of the agreement suffixes.

That said, observe that the past perfect forms, like the future perfect forms, have an overt tense 
affix, and yet are conditioned by the presence of perfect aspect. Furthermore, Tense is not the 
only thing that affects the realization of the agreement suffixes in addition to Aspect: They also 
vary according to voice and mood. Table 7 gives a sampling of forms.

As was the case for the Voice[active] allomorphs, the realization of AGR depends again on the 
combination of the features across several heads – namely, Voice, Aspect, Tense, and Mood. Our 
Vocabulary Insertion rules must have spans that are similar to those we saw for -/k/. Some 
examples are given below:31

(32) AGR[1pl] 
↔ /-amen/ / Voice[+active] Aspect[perfect] Tense[present] Mood[indicative] __
↔ /-metha/ / Voice[-active] Aspect[perfect] Tense[present] Mood[indicative] __
↔ /-o:men//Voice[+active] Aspect[perfect] Tense[present] Mood[subjunctive] __
…

30  In some forms, particularly those in the optative mood, the instantiations of Mood and AGR are separate; in 
other forms, they are fused. In those forms in which two distinct pieces are not recognizable, I assume Fusion (or 
perhaps rebracketing, Radkevich 2010) takes place after the syntax and before Vocabulary Insertion to create one 
node out of two hierarchically adjacent ones. The feature(s) present in Mood are still available to condition the 
insertion of the correct Vocabulary Item into Aspect, and so forth.

31 Note that in moods outside the indicative, tense is generally not distinguished (e.g., there is no past or 
future subjunctive). In these cases, we may assume that the existing form is present tense (which always has a 
null instantiation) and that the other tenses are somehow semantically incompatible with the mood in question. 
However, there are some instances of futures outside the indicative – for instance, the future active optative – but 
there are no instances of pasts in these moods. This may be taken as further evidence for Grestenberger’s (2015a) 
proposal that future -/s/ actually instantiates a higher Modal head, above Tense (and below Mood). If this were 
the case, these forms would be specified for present tense like their non–future counterparts; the forward–looking 
meaning would be contributed by the future modal.

prs ipfv
act ind

prs prf 
act ind

prf act 
subj

prf act
opt

prs prf
mp ind

fut prf 
mp ind

1s -o: -a -o: -oimi -mai -omai

2s -eis -as -e:is -ois -sai -e:i

3s -ei -e(n) -e:i -oi -tai -etai

2d -eton -aton -e:ton -oiton -sthon -esthon

3d -eton -aton -e:ton -oite:n -sthon -esthon

1p -omen -amen -o:men -oimen -metha -ometha

2p -ete -ate -e:te -oite -sthe -esthe

3p -ousi(n) -asi(n) -o:usi(n) -oien -ntai -ontai

Table 7 Some agreement 
suffixes for perfects (Groton 
2000).
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In the case of -/k/ we saw outwardly–sensitive span–conditioned allomorphy; here we have 
inwardly–sensitive span–conditioned allomorphy. Note that, although I leave aside the details 
here, some of the realizations of these agreement suffixes are affected by the phonological 
content of the conditioning span, as is expected for inward (but not outward) sensitivity. For 
instance, in the perfect middle/passive indicative, second person plural -/sthe/ is realized as 
-/th/ when following a labial in the stem. For a past perfect active indicative, we have the 
following structure:

(33) Structure with features and Vocabulary Items for a past perfect 1st person plural

4.2 Implications of AGR for linearization
As was the case for -/k/, the Greek agreement affixation data evidence the need for a post–
Vocabulary Insertion linearization process. Recall that the Vocabulary Items competing for 
insertion into Voice are conditioned by Aspect[perfect], which is instantiated by the prefix 
RED/e/-; this tells us that the conditioning (during Vocabulary Insertion) must take place 
before linearization. In the same way, the suffixal Vocabulary Items competing for insertion 
into AGR are conditioned by the presence of Aspect[perfect], and in some cases Tense[past] 
(instantiated by the prefix /e/-). The conditioning of the instantiations of AGR by these 
heads again demonstrates the need for linearization to occur after Vocabulary Insertion is  
complete.

Now that we have all of the pieces in place, let us consider a derivation in its entirety. I 
will use /luo:/ ‘I release’ as an example. First, the feature bundles are selected and form the 
Numeration, and the structure is built from these bundles via a series of Merge operations 
(etc.), yielding (34):

(34) Structure with features for the first person plural past perfect active indicative of /luo:/ – 
/elelukemen/ ‘we had released’

 
 

Vocabulary Insertion proceeds from the root outward, with hierarchical information 
conditioning the choice of several Vocabulary Items (including the form of the root in “second 
perfects”), resulting in (35). Vocabulary Insertion must proceed cyclically, as e.g. the choice of 
Vocabulary Item for Voice[active] depends on the root Vocabulary Item.
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(35) Structure with features and Vocabulary Items for the first person plural past perfect active 
indicative of /luo:/ – /elelukemen/ ‘we had released’

[active]
-/k/ 

Only after Vocabulary Insertion is complete does linearization take place, yielding (36) (again 
employing Embick & Noyer’s 2001 notation a * b to denote linear precedence and adjacency):

(36) Output of linearization on ‘we had released’
[[e * [REDe- * [[lu] * -k]]] * -emen]

Finally, the linearized string, with the reduplicative morpheme linearly adjacent to the root, 
undergoes phonological computations. Functionally, reduplication copies the first segment of 
/lu/ and adds /e/, yielding /le/-. The surface string results: [elelukemen].

5 Conclusion
The particular effects of the feature Aspect[perfect] on the Classical Greek verb allow us to 
arrive at key insights into the nature of Vocabulary Insertion and linearization. I have argued 
here that the reduplication on the left side of perfect verb forms is the only direct exponent 
of the Aspect head. The -/k/ suffix in active forms other than future participles and future 
infinitives is an allomorph of Voice[active] conditioned by the span ⟨Aspect, Tense⟩, and the 
stem allomorphy that occurs in the same context is conditioned by the span ⟨Voice, Aspect, 
Tense⟩ (both cases of outwardly sensitive span–conditioned allomorphy). The allomorphs of 
AGR are inwardly sensitive to the span ⟨Voice, Aspect, Tense, Mood⟩. 

The phonological behavior of the reduplicant arises through post–syntactic and post–
morphological calculations. Those calculations, modeled in Correspondence Theoretic terms 
by Zukoff (2017a; b), appear to operate on two separate phonological pieces, RED and the 
fixed segment /e/. I have contended that these pieces correlate with a single morphosyntactic 
unit, instantiated by a phonological piece of the shape RED/e/-, which is interpreted by the 
phonological component as two separate sets of “instructions” – “reduplicate (according to the 
output of appropriate constraint interactions)” and “pronounce /e/ (according to the output of 
appropriate constraint interactions)”.

Finally, the data together point to a linearization process that occurs very late, after Vocabulary 
Insertion is complete (but still before phonological computations are undertaken). Both 
Voice[active] and AGR are sensitive to spans of hierarchically adjacent nodes, rather than spans 
of surface–contiguous heads. This is apparent due to the unique combination of prefixes and 
suffixes that instantiate Voice, Aspect, Mood, Tense, and AGR in Classical Greek. 

The Greek perfect data thus (a) support the existence of span–conditioned allomorphy and 
highlight its importance for our understanding of morphosyntactic conditioning; (b) call for 
an extremely late phonological resolution of reduplicants; and perhaps most significantly, (c) 
point towards the need for a post–Vocabulary Insertion linearization process. These data must 
be taken into account in any claims made about Vocabulary Insertion and linearization. Data 
from other languages would strengthen the conclusions drawn from Greek. It remains to be 
seen whether the ordering called for by the Greek perfect data is universal across languages, or 
whether there is evidence for parameterization when it comes to the timing of linearization.32 

32  In addition to the works mentioned in Section 3.4, see e.g. Felice (2021) for an argument that Fusion must 
apply to linearized elements in Gã.
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The Greek data should also be borne in mind for the purposes of cross–linguistic comparisons 
of extended or multiple exponence (as undertaken by, e.g., Caballero & Harris 2012; Harris 
2017). While the account here will certainly not apply across the board in instances of extended 
exponence, the core of the analysis may be fruitfully applied in other cases.

Abbreviations
act = active voice, aor = aorist aspect, C = consonant, f = feminine gender, fut = future 
tense, ind = indicative mood, inf = infinitive, ipfv = imperfective aspect, m = masculine 
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= subjunctive mood, V = vowel
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